Comparison of brain perfusion SPECT parameters accuracy for seizure localization in extratemporal lobe epilepsy with discordant pre-surgical data.
Extratemporal lobe epilepsy is difficult to localize. We aimed to define the best parameter(s) of SPECT for confirmation of seizure origin among the region of maximum cerebral perfusion in ictal phase (MP), maximum change of cerebral perfusion from interictal to ictal phase (MC), and maximum extent of hyperperfusion in ictal phase (ME) of (99m)Tc ECD brain perfusion SPECT as well as combined SPECT parameters, and combined SPECT and MRI for seizure localization in extratemporal lobe epilepsy. Twenty intractable extratemporal lobe epilepsy patients who had (99m)Tc-ECD brain SPECT were reviewed. Sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, negative predictive value and accuracy of single SPECT parameter, combined SPECT parameters, and combined SPECT and MRI parameters for localization of seizure origin were calculated using pathology and surgical outcomes (Engel class I and II) as gold standards. Combined SPECT parameters provided more specificity, PPV and accuracy than single SPECT parameters. The best combined SPECT parameters was MP+MC with 80.6 % accuracy, 92.4 % specificity and 43.8 % PPV. Combination of SPECT parameter with MRI (ME+MRI) was the most sensitive (41.7 %), specific (97.5 %), accurate (88.2 %) parameter and had highest PPV (76.9 %) and NPV (89.3 %) for seizure localization. It improved specificity and PPV when compared to MRI alone. Combined SPECT parameters improved the specificity and accuracy in seizure localization. The most specific and accurate SPECT combination is MP+MC. The combined SPECT parameter with MRI further improved sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, PPV and NPV. The authors recommend using SPECT combination, MP+MC, when MRI is negative and ME+MRI when there is MRI lesion.